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////// O N L I N E

RESOURCES & TOOLS

Fractured Atlas / Insurnce guides by discipline /arts-insurance.info/
ACMI / Art & Creative Material Institute / Certified Products list // acminet.org/files/Current_Certified_products.pdf
acminet.org/files/other_industry_groups_and_government_agencies.pdf
////// HEALTHCARE & HEALTH INSURANCE GLOSSARYR
HealthInsurance.org // healthinsurance.org/glossary
PBS / Healthcare Crisis / PBS.org/healthcarecrisis/glossary.htm
University of Chicago / Health and Safety Glossary // safety.uchicago.edu/tools/glossary.shtml
////// G U I D E S AND S T U D I O S A F E T Y
DickBlick // Health and Safety // dickblick.com/productinfo/healthsafety/
Gamblin Color / Studio Safety // gamblincolors.com/studio.safety
MassArt // Health and Safety Guide (PDF)
inside.massart.edu/Documents/inside.massart.edu/offices_and_services/facilities/HEALTH%20AND%20SAFETY%20MANUAL.pdf

Musicians and wellness //musiciansway.com/wellness.shtml
National Society for Education in Art and Design (NSEAD) // A Guide to Safe Practice in Art & Design // nsead.org/hsg
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) // Art & Craft Hazard List //
oehha.ca.gov/education/art/index.html

Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) // Safe Use of Art and Craft Materials
oehha.ca.gov/education/pdf_zip/GUIDE2007.pdf
University of Chicago / Studio Guide by discipline // safety.uchicago.edu/pp/occhealth/studios.shtml
University of Monmouth / Art Safety Guidelines PDF for download // tinyurl.com/lwslnbx
////// B O O K S B Health Hazards E

(*Available at Joanne Waxman Library at the Maine College of Art)

Jennings, Simon // The New Artist's Manual: The Complete Guide….Materials & Techniques, 2005
Krug, Margaret // An Artist's Handbook: Materials and Techniques, 2012
Mayer, Ralph // The Artist's Handbook of Materials and Techniques: 5th Edition, Revised and Updated, 1991
McCann and Babin // Health Hazards Manual for Artists, 6th Edition, 2008
McCann // Artist Beware, 2005
Metzger, Phil // The Artist's Illustrated Encyclopedia: Techniques, Materials and Terms, 2001
*Nichols, Gail // Soda, Clay and Fire, 2006
*Rempel, Siegfried // Health hazards for photographers, 1993
* Rich, Jack // Materials and methods of sculpture, 1970
Rossol, Monona // The Artist's Complete Health and Safety Guide, 2001
*Seeger, Nancy // A Ceramicist’s guide to the safe use of materials, 1982
Smith, Ray Campbell // The Artist's Handbook , 2009
Spandorfer, Merle... // Making Art Safely: … in Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Graphic Design, & Photography, 1995

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERIES:
SPECIAL SESSION / HEALTH INSURANCE & WELLNESS IN THE ARTS
Health Insurance Glossary

●

ACA - Affordable Care Act, takes effect January 1, 2014

●

Benefit - refers to the amount payable by the insurance company to a claimant, assignee, or
beneficiary when the insured suffers a loss.

●

Broker - A broker is a licensed insurance salesperson who is contracted with multiple carriers to
provide a wide range of quotes and plan designs for clients.

●

Coverage - A person's healthcare costs are paid by their insurance or by the government.

●

Exchange - also known as ‘marketplace’

●

MAGI - Modified Adjusted Gross Income

●

Marketplace - also known as ‘exchange’

●

Navigators - unbiased guides/organization who can help consumers understand the choices and
assist in accessing needed information

●

Out-of-Pocket Maximum - A predetermined limited amount of money that an individual must pay
out of their own savings, before an insurance company or (self-insured employer) will pay 100
percent for an individual’s health care expenses.

●

Penalties - $95/year or 1% of income in 2014 is the

●

PPO - Preferred provider design plan

●

Provider- term used for health professionals who provide health care services. Sometimes, the term
refers only to physicians. Often, however, the term also refers to other healthcare professionals such
as hospitals, nurse practitioners, chiropractors, physical therapists, and others offering specialized
health care services.
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1. General health is good for anything, obviously, but it is particularly important when your body is the instrument
of your work. A cut finger is an annoyance to an engineer but a hindrance to work for a potter. Having the energy,
strength and peace of mind of good health means that you can just get to it without having to compensate.
2. Strength and flexibility are important for all sorts of mediums. They just make life (and art) easier. For me,
that means yoga, stretching and small weights. Unfortunately, my discipline is sporadic so the benefits are
sporadic, as well. Walking serves as my own personal extreme sport but anything that moves the body is also
good.
3. Ventilation is more important than one might think when starting out. Each material has its own demands.
That kind of info is available online, I would imagine, and belonging to a professional organization (e.g., SNAG,
NCECA, etc.) would be a really good way to gather more studio safety info. This falls under the idea of being
professional, as well as safe.
4. CERF, the Craft Emergency Relief Fund started out as an organization to help craftspeople in times of
traumatic need with loans and grants. It has expanded with an educational program for studio safety and natural
disaster preparation. As well as studio safety, they cover areas that one normally doesn't think of...floods, fires,
etc...that really can be health related issues.
5. Health insurance. This is everyone's challenge, I know, and who knows when it will settle down. I shiver when I
think of the years I went without, but being basically healthy, I had no major needs. I was lucky. Information about
groups that provide insurance options, etc. might be a topic to cover. Maybe a health insurance expert, someone
conversant with group coverage.
6. Buy good tools and maintain them well. Another crossover between professionalism, good sense and health
concerns.
7. Read labels and keep up with new materials. In printmaking, for example, there are now soy based inks to
take the place of oil based inks. But if you love oil based inks and they are important to your art, don't give them up.
Just be smart about how you use them with proper cleanup and ventilation. There is a lot of hysteria associated
with a lot of materials, just as there is with food and drugs. While I don't believe that people should screw up the
planet or their own health, I do think that there are appropriate ways to use materials that do not need to be
eliminated from the studio.
8. This is one place where "old" artists might have something to say to young artists. Probably everyone
has horror stories of things they have done in making their art, as well as solutions that have worked in
the studio. I don't know how you access these folks, but certainly there are MECA alumni who might be
called upon.
9. Something that I found out late in this process that I wish I had believed sooner...learn the right way to do
something. I have always been very lowtech so it hasn't been all that important. Just looking in a book and
figuring out how to make a French knot doesn't have all that many health implications. But mixing chemicals to
patina metal or cutting wood on a table saw might. Ask and be willing to pay for some education.

